Graduate Business Directory

Careers and Employability
Empowering UAL students and graduates to make a living doing what they love.
[arts.ac.uk/careers]
UAL is proud of its community of enterprising students and alumni. Becoming a founder, a freelancer, a designer-maker, or an entrepreneur are all the ways that many of our graduates choose in order to establish themselves in the creative industries. Over time, they will become the employers, mentors and role models for future generations of creatives.

Careers and Employability empowers UAL students and graduates to make a living doing what they love. Our Graduate Business Directory showcases UAL graduates who have gone on to start a business or become self-employed. Browse the profiles to discover talent, search for a collaborator or find out more about our creative graduates.

Many of the businesses listed in the directory have benefitted from initiatives launched by Careers and Employability at UAL, including our creative business accelerator, mentoring, diversity programme, awards, start-up visa and enterprise programme.

Richard Sant
Head of Careers and Employability, UAL
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Studio Improviso creates unique art installations using recycled materials.

Founded by Luisa Rodriguez, the design studio is an experimental practice that merges conceptual and technical design with sustainability.

Ashleigh M. Barice
b.Dewitt Gallery

Founded by Ashleigh Barice, b. Dewitt Gallery curates and commissions contemporary artworks engaged in socio-political commentary.
Art

Darren Appiagyei
Inthegrain
BA (Hons) 3D design, Camberwell College of the Arts (2016)

darrenapp@hotmail.co.uk
inthegrain.co.uk
Instagram: @inthegrainn
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/darren-appiagyei-a6948374/

Inthegrain is a woodturning practise created by Darren Appiagyei. Inthegrain is about embracing the intrinsic beauty of the wood, be it a knot, crack, bark or grain.

As a craftsman Darren has a passion filled with discovering and exploring new woods and is highly inspired by Ghanian wood carving the rawness and exploration of texture.

Art

Hongxi Li
Plinch Ltd
BA (Hons) Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts (2018)

hongxiliwork@gmail.com
plinch-art.com
Instagram: @plinch_gallery @plinch_art
Facebook: Plinchltd
LinkedIn: hongxi-li-6708081a5

Plinch is an online platform for emerging artists in the UK to rent or sell their artwork to businesses and homeowners.

Representing a growing community of emerging creative talent, founder Hongxi Li believes art should be accessible, affordable and adventurous.
**Nora Bzheta**  
BA (Hons) Fine Art - 4D Pathway  
Central Saint Martins  
norabzheta@gmail.com  
nora-bzheta.com/  
Instagram: @nora.bzh.eta

Nora Bzheta is a Multi-disciplinary artist based in London.

Nora’s ongoing work is centred around performance exploring body movements and clothing designs in relation to the naturalistic energies of tectonic plates and the mystical revolutionary energies of the situated self.

---

**Tobi Falade**  
BA Fine Art: Painting , Wimbledon College of Art (2019)  
tobialexandraf@gmail.com  
https://www.tobialexandrafalade.com/  
Instagram: @tobialexandrafalade  
Twitter: @tobialexandra

Tobi is an award winning Fine Artist creating original works using the techniques of oil painting, silk screen-printing, and life casting to tell the stories of global identities.

Tobi is also co-founder of REPRESENT - a platform that aims to increase representation in the creative industries for Black and People of Colour.
**Dominika Chmara**  
**VEREDAS**  
BA Media Communications  
London College of Communication (2019)  

dominikaa.cc@gmail.com  
www.dominika-chmara.com  
LinkedIn: [linkedin.com/in/dominika-chmara/](https://linkedin.com/in/dominika-chmara/)

London based Multidisciplinary Creative with international experience across a range of Strategy and Design roles within the media, tech and entertainment industry. Dominika specialises in the end-to-end delivery of immersive experiences via unique brand activations. Her skillset ranges across conceptualisation and creative strategy planning all the way through to creation of deliverables, project implementation and delivery.  

Previous clients include: Ford Motor Company, Nike, UAL and Arts Council.

---

**Ana Andrade**  
**VEREDAS**  
BA (Hons) Fashion Design with Knitwear  
Central Saint Martins (2019)  
anac92@yahoo.com.br  
www.veredas.uk  
Instagram: [@mutanta](https://www.instagram.com/@mutanta)

VEREDAS is a design and sustainability consultancy working with artisans in Latin America to create and supply brands with handmade luxury textiles.  

Founded by Ana Andrade, the brand is committed to transparent and ethical manufacturing processes.
Priya Kumar
Say It Right Consulting
MA Arts & Lifestyle Journalism, London College of Communication (2017)

priya@sayitrightconsulting.com
sayitrightconsulting.com
Twitter: @sayitrightltd

Founded in 2017 by Priya Kumar, Say It Right Consulting specialises in content and digital marketing with a focus on the retail and financial services sector.

Previous clients include John Lewis, Jack Wills, Barclaycard, Sage and SWIFT.

Consultancy/Management

Akiko Ban
MYSTIC FORMS
BA (Hons) Drawing, Camberwell College of Arts (2006)

akiko@mysticforms.com
mysticforms.com
Instagram: @mysticforms
Facebook: mysticforms
Twitter: @MYSTICFORMS

MYSTIC FORMS is an experimental jewellery brand founded by Akiko Ban.

Exploring the boundary between fashion and art, the brand prides itself on creating wearable art pieces carefully handcrafted in London.

Previous collaborations include: Tate Modern, The British Museum and University of the Arts London.

Craft/Designer-Maker
Anna Hale
Anna Hepburn
BA (Hons) Fine Art, Central Saint Martins (2012)

hello@annahepburnstudio.co.uk
annahepburnstudio.co.uk
Instagram: @annahepburnstudio
Facebook: annahepburnstudio

Anna Hepburn creates ethically sourced contemporary textiles, upholstery and fabric pieces that are both stylish and durable.

Anna-Maria Pellegrini
AMPellegrini Art & Design
MA Textile Design, Chelsea College of Arts (2018)

ampellegrinidesign@gmail.com
ampellegrini.com
Instagram: @ampellegrini_design
Facebook: ampellegriniartdesign

Founded in 2019 by London-based designer Anna-Maria Pellegrini, AMPellegrini Art & Design is a range of ethically sourced printed textiles and homeware accessories inspired by nature.
Heimdesign is a range of lightweight functional cement objects by artist-maker Charlotte Jonerheim. Each piece is uniquely handcrafted creating a distinctive piece of artwork with an element of individuality, where the imperfections are part of the aesthetic.

ES Studio is an atelier of eco-friendly fabrics known for its original prints, bright colours, and innovative use of materials.

The studio was founded in 2011 by artist and designer Elena Scarlata and features a range of patterns inspired by the history of the Mediterranean Sea.

Created using an ancient Sicilian handprinting technique, the fabrics stand out for their quality and durability.
Daphne Diamant
Purpose & Worth etc

daphne@purposeandworth.com
purposeandworthetc.com
Instagram: @purposeandworthetc
Facebook: purposeandworthetc
Twitter: @purposeandworth

Purpose & Worth etc is a London-based stationery brand with a mission to offer alternative up-market products that are unique, thoughtful and made with care using quality materials.

The brand boasts a range of design-led greetings cards, wrapping paper and prints; inspired by Daphne’s love of illustrative story-telling, typography and modern decorative arts.

Purpose & Worth etc’s products are designed and printed in the UK and sold by stockists worldwide.

Emma Alington
BA (Hons) Ceramic Design, Central Saint Martins (2013)

emma@alington.co.uk
emmaalington.co.uk
Instagram: @emmaalington

Emma Alington is a ceramics studio specialising in high-end bespoke tableware and homeware. The studio prides itself on quality craftsmanship with an emphasis on design, beauty, and function.

Founded in 2013, Emma Alington has worked with retailers worldwide to deliver signature product ranges.
Gemma Keith Designs is an environmentally friendly gift and homeware brand. Based in the heart of Kent, each product features a hand-drawn illustration inspired by local wildlife.

A New Form is an independent jewellery label founded by Jude de Berker. Ethically and sustainably produced, the label’s unusual contemporary designs combine classic jewellery techniques with modern production methods.
Craft/Designer-Maker

Jacqueline Colley
BA (Hons) Graphic Design Communication, Chelsea College of Arts (2008)

info@jacquelinecolley.co.uk
jacquelinecolley.co.uk
Instagram: @jacquelinecolley

Specialising in illustration, pattern design and print making, Jacqueline Colley creates playful, affordable art prints with positive themes.

Laura Queening
AURA QUE

info@auraque.com
auraque.com
Instagram: @auraque
Facebook: auraqueaccessories

AURA QUE is a range of ethically and sustainably produced bags, accessories and homeware products, founded by Laura Queening.

Each AURA QUE product is brought to life in various charity handicraft units or WFTO artisan groups that employ local people that may be affected by discrimination or disabilities, providing an income for themselves and their families according to fair trade principles.
Lilly Mandarano
The Super Sparrow
BA (Hons) Fine Art, Central Saint Martins (2014)

thesupersparrow@gmail.com
thesupersparrow.com
Instagram: @thesupersparrow
Facebook: thesupersparrow
Pinterest: thesupersparrow

The Super Sparrow is a range of handmade homeware ceramics minimally designed to have an organic feel.

Founded by Lilly Mandarano, each piece is thoughtfully made in South East London and available via her website and stockists throughout the UK.

Craft/Designer-Maker

Michelle Njeri Small
Njeri Illustrated
MA Textile Design, Chelsea College of Arts (2016)

info@njeriillustrated.com
njeriillustrated.com
Instagram: @njeriillustrated
Etsy: njeriillustrated

Njeri Illustrated creates custom city-inspired artwork at affordable prices.

Founded by Michelle Njeri Small, the product range features: greeting cards, postcards, art prints, home and giftware.
Lucy McGrath
Marmor Paperie
Foundation Diploma in Art and Design, Wimbledon College of Arts (2007)

lucy@marmorpaperie.co.uk
marmorpaperie.co.uk
Instagram: @marmorpaperie
Facebook: marmorpaperie

Marmor Paperie was launched in 2015 with a mission to breathe new life into the endangered art of paper marbling. The brand is a modernised approach to an old and beautiful technique.

Marmor Paperie’s allure lays in its use of bold, contemporary colours and graphic foiled accents. The brand has since worked with an impressive roster of clients including: Adidas, Matches Fashion and Molton Brown and their products are stocked by retailers including: Fortnum & Mason and Tate Modern.

Sadia Anwar
MA Fashion Entrepreneurship and Innovation, London College of Fashion (2017)

sadia.anwer@gmail.com
sadiaanwar.co.uk
Instagram: @sadiaanwar.design
Facebook: sadiaanwardesign
LinkedIn: sadia-anwar

Sadia Anwar is a homeware and accessories brand rooted in women’s empowerment, equal opportunity and ethical practices.

Working with a collective of female artisans under a self-initiated mentoring program named The Butterfly Project, the brand gives a platform to the women and their craft.
Craft/Designer-Maker

Sarah Willmott
Studio Ess
MA Graphic Design Communication, Chelsea College of Arts (2018)

hello@studio-ess.co
studio-ess.co
Instagram: @studio.ess
Facebook: studio.ess.shop

Studio Ess is a Kent-based design studio specialising in illustration, logo design and branding.

Founded by illustrator and designer Sarah Willmott, the brand features a range of cute and quirky cards, prints, stationery and gifts.

Craft/Designer-Maker

Scarlett J Hanley
By Scarlett
BA (Hons) Fashion Design and Marketing, London College of Fashion (2012)

byscarlettstudio@gmail.com
etsy.com/uk/shop/ByScarlettStudio
Instagram: @byscarlettstudio

By Scarlett is a London-based design studio specialising in sustainable, luxury homeware and stationery products.
Andrea Li and Michelle Lim
li-m studio
BA (Hons) Graphic Communication Design, Central Saint Martins (2019)

michelle@li-m.studio
li-m.studio
The Dots: studio-li-m-226469

Founded by Andrea Li and Michelle Lim, li-m studio specialises in experiential design, workshops and installations.

Camila Quintero
MA Visual Arts - Illustration, Camberwell College of Arts (2018)

contact@camilaquintero.co.uk
camilaquintero.co.uk
Instagram: @camilaquintero_art
LinkedIn: camilaquintero

Independent visual artist and designer Camila Quintero creates colourful, abstract artworks best described as optical distortions that span art, architecture, photography and design.
Chung-Yu Perng
Meah Design
BA (Hons) Product Design, Central Saint Martins (2016)

amberperng@gmail.com
meahe.design
Instagram: @meahe.design
LinkedIn: meahedesign

Meah Design is a Taiwanese creative design studio based in London.

Founded by Chung-Yu, the studio offers a diverse approach to branding and product design.

Jaxon Pope and Riccardo Centazzo
SELCE LTD
BA (Hons) 3D Design, Camberwell College of Arts (2016)

jaxonpope@gmail.com
selcestudio.com
Instagram: @selcestudio
Facebook: selcestudio

Selce is a product and industrial design studio founded by Jaxon Pope and Riccardo Centazzo in 2014.

The studio explores design theory principles with a specific interest in alternative design education.
J Mcgill Winston
jdubz ltd
jdubzzz@gmail.com
jdubz.com
therightone.info

jdubz Ltd is a research and design innovation company founded by J Mcgill Winston.

Active projects include: ‘The Right One’, a patent-pending solution for osteoporosis and bilateral femur amputees and ‘globalreset2020’, a global social initiative.

Jim Rokos
Rokos
jim@rokos.com
rokos.com
Instagram: @rokosdesign

Designer Jim Rokos explores the physical properties of materials to generate aesthetic, intriguing concepts.

Rokos creates products of exceptional quality, made without compromise at any stage of the process, from design to manufacture. He was awarded the Reddot Design award for the 13° 60° 104° Decanter and German Design Award for the Gauge vase.
Jonathan Quaade

hello@jonathanquaade.com
www.jonathanquaade.com
Instagram: @jonathanquaade

Jonathan Quaade is a graphic designer and developer, creating visual identities and websites for a positively distracted generation.

Collaborators include Design Can, Central Saint Martins, LIMBO Magazine, BVLGARI.

Kamilah Nasir
Kam Creates
FDA Surface Design, London College of Communications (2010)

kam_zizi@hotmail.com
www.kamcreates.com
Instagram: @kamcreates
Facebook: kamcreates

Kam Creates is a fun and playful jewellery and accessories brand. Whether it be a bold statement or a subtle pop, there is something jazzy to wear for every occasion. The brand fuses Kam’s creative addiction with her passion for illustration. Each piece starts with a drawing and is then produced in small batches at her home studio in London.

Kam’s uses a variety of techniques such as laser cutting, printing and stitching. She also makes use of all the off-cuts and recycles left over fabrics to minimize waste.
Karine Fortier
An Idea So Beautiful

hello@karinefortier.com
karinefortier.com
Instagram: @anideasobeautiful
LinkedIn: karinefortier

Karine Fortier is an illustrator and graphic designer specialising in visual communication and creative direction.

In 2018, Karine founded ‘An Idea So Beautiful’, a project that explores simplicity and optimism in design.

Melanie Smith
Smith&Wonder

melanie@smithandwonder.com
smithandwonder.com
Instagram: @smithandwonder
Twitter: smithandwonder
LinkedIn: melanie-smith-9a3a7772

Smith&Wonder is an Illustration & design studio based in Brighton. Founded by Melanie Smith, the studio works on both private and public commissions, working within both cultural and commercial sectors.

In more recent years, the studio has undertaken a number of large-scale site-specific illustrations for organisations such as the NHS. Its work has been commended for its warm and engaging style. Clients include: The Royal Opera House, The National Portrait Gallery and The Whitworth Gallery.
Madeleine Duflot and Koa Pham

ilco


hello.ilco.design@gmail.com
ilco.design
Instagram: @ilco_design

ilco is an emerging art and design studio founded by Koa Pham and Madeleine Duflot.

Obinna Udekwereze

BA (Hons) Graphic & Media Design, London College of Communication

obinnajo@hotmail.com
obinnajo.myportfolio.com
Instagram: @designbyobinna @logosbyobinna/
Twitter: @designbyobinna

Obinna Udekwereze is a London based designer, specialising in branding and creating visual identities for start-up brands.
Founded by Sarah Emily Porter and James Trundle, Porter + Trundle creates playful, sculptural objects using traditional woodworking techniques.

Previous clients include The City of London Corporation, The London Festival of Architecture and Cheapside Business Alliance.

---

In Situ is a design and architecture studio that develop installations inspired by urban music and culture.

Founded by Seb Benson and Simon Keeling, the studio aims to make design accessible and engaging to young audiences through workshops and collaborations with youth charities. Previous clients include: Tate Modern and Somerset House.
Teresa Rego
Teresa Rego Studio
MA Illustration, Camberwell College of Arts (2018)

teresa.rego.info@gmail.com
teresarego.co.uk
Instagram: @teresarego.studio
Facebook: teresaregoillustration

Teresa Rego Studio specialises in illustration, window design, branding and textiles.

Previous clients include: Bubblewrap London, La Gelatiera, Hernest Canada, Sacoor Brothers, Doc Cotton, Vista Alegre and NY Art institute.

The studio also offers workshops and illustration related events.

---

Fashion/Beauty

Alara Kilimci
LAR Studio

lariskilimci@gmail.com
lar.studio
Instagram: @larofficial
Facebook: larstudioofficial

Combining collage and symbolism, Lar Studio creates a range of ethically sourced clothing, fabrics and accessories characterised by their bold, unique prints.

Based in Istanbul, the studio was founded in 2017 by Alara Kilimci.
Kaloskopic is a range of functional handmade leather bags and accessories founded by Ana Maria Perez Saldias.

Empty Cones is a sustainable sock label, which was launched by textile designers Zi and Chu An after they graduated from Chelsea College of Arts.

Each Empty Cones pattern is inspired by the designers’ own life experiences; from amazing Icelandic landscapes to funny stories with friends.

The socks come minimally packaged in plastic free materials.
Desiree Tee  
Farewell, Foolish Objects  
BA (Hons) Fashion Pattern Cutting, London College of Fashion (2019)

[Contact Information]

Farewell, Foolish Objects is a London-based studio that reworks domestic textiles into one-of-a-kind pieces.

Founded by Desiree Tee, the studio utilises a craft-based approach to recreate forgotten heirlooms into exclusive pieces of clothing.

Emi Tanimura  
Survivalist  
BA (Hons) Fashion Design & Development  
London College of Fashion (2020)

[Contact Information]

Survivalist is social enterprise fashion brand, aiming to help vulnerable local communities through their designs. Garments within the range combine function and style to create modern outdoor-wear, predominantly consisting of transformable pieces.

Founder, Emi Tanimura, was inspired to create this brand through her own experiences with homelessness and aims to change the perception of functional stylish fashion into a vehicle that can positively impact lives.
Fanny Santini
Tchutcha
Ma Textile Design, Chelsea College of Arts (2014)

fanny_santini@yahoo.com
tchutcha.com
Instagram: @tchutcha_socks

Founded by Fanny Santini, TchuTcha is a range of colourful, organic cotton socks for children and babies.

Harriet Vine and Rosie Wolfenden
Tatty Devine
BA (Hons) Painting Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts (1999)
care@tattydevine.com
tattydevine.com
Instagram: @Tattydevine
Facebook: tattydevinefanpage
Twitter: @tattydevine
LinkedIn: tatty-devine

Tatty Devine creates fun, original, acrylic jewellery designed and handmade in-house by a female-led team.

Founded in 1999 by Harriet Vine MBE and Rosie Wolfenden MBE, the brand has two stores located in Covent Garden and Brick Lane.
HYO MA LONDON offers bespoke and limited ready-to-wear handbags which feature unique hand-embroidered panels that illustrate a personal story tailored to the wearer.

Working with highly experienced London artisans HYO MA LONDON prides itself on excellent craftsmanship, authenticity, integrity and luxurious rare materials.

Joanna Vanderpuije is a London-based designer specialising in screen printed textiles and accessories.

Drawing inspiration from her Afro-Caribbean heritage she transforms everyday fabrics into vivid, playful creations that are unique to the wearer. Her current collection features handcrafted and hand-sewn leather bags and cardholders.
Combining traditional techniques with contemporary designs, Maya Magal crafts modern jewellery in her signature style of mixed metals, off-centre stones and geometric lines.

Matería Rica designs and produces unique, sustainable jewellery using innovative technology combined with handmade finishes.

Founded in 2005 by Joan Ayguadé and Marta Chojnacka, each piece is carefully crafted by a small team of skilled makers in central Barcelona and is available in stockists across the UK and Europe.
Romilla Yuan
ROMILT

yuanyuqing323@gmail.com
romilt.uk
Instagram: @romiltuk
Facebook: romiltuk

ROMILT is an independent jewellery brand that specialises in creating customisable jewellery.

Founded in 2018 by Emilie Kim and Rosabella Yuan, the brand is available in stockists across the UK, New York and Seoul.

Natalia Howard
Wildtree Skincare
FdA Interior Design, Chelsea College of Arts (2015)

howard.natalia@yahoo.co.uk
wildtreeskincare.com
Instagram: @wildtree_skincare
Facebook: wildtreeskincare

Founded by Natalia Howard, Wildtree Skincare makes organic, vegan beauty products infused with superfoods.

Using 100% plant-based ingredients, the brand is committed to transparent and holistic wellness.
Founded in 2018 by designer Stacey Huang, A-D-JUST utilises humorous techniques to explore the possibilities of contemporary jewellery.

The brand’s unique style aims to adjust people’s established concept of jewellery.

Colèchi is a creative platform and collaborative learning space for all things fashion, culture and research. The platform explores the changing nature of fashion from the viewpoints of those redefining the industry and features a variety of interdisciplinary perspectives to better understand how to exist in the world as a creative.

Colèchi has held events, socials and meetups for people with ideas, projects and businesses to learn from each other.
Ying Wu
Pig, Chicken & Cow

info@pigchickencow.com
pigchickencow.com
Instagram: @pigchickencowscarf

Pig, Chicken & Cow is a range of illustrated silk scarves, designed and printed in England.

Founded by designers Ying Wu and Shan Jiang, the brand is distinctive for its collection of bold, intricate and adventurous artwork.

Yifan Gao
Yifan Gao Jewellery

yifangao0722@gmail.com
Instagram: @yifangao_jewellery

Yifan Gao is a London-based jewellery designer whose experimental designs combine traditional goldsmith and silversmith craftsmanship with modern innovation.

The brand’s accessories are a unique representation of luxury and surrealism.
Zoe Sherwood

zrsherwood@gmail.com
zoesherwood.co.uk
Instagram: @zoe_sherwood
Facebook: zoesherwood
LinkedIn: zoe-sherwood-2805a726

Zoe Sherwood creates jewellery and accessories using 3D printing technology and traditional craft techniques.

Lizzie Reid
Illustrator and Poet
BA (Hons) Illustration and Visual Media, London College of Communication (2018)

lizziereidarts@gmail.com
www.lizzieslines.com
Instagram: @lizzies_lines

Lizzie Reid is a freelance Illustrator, Poet and Facilitator who specialises in the communication of conscious ideas through subconscious lenses and advocates for conversations on self-perception. Through workshops, talks and writing exercises, Lizzie uses self-reflection as a tool to question our perspectives and develop self-knowledge.

Lizzie’s illustrations range from original paintings and limited edition prints to murals to commercial, editorial and merchandise illustration. Clients include The Ask, Sour Lemons, UAL, Rise Gallery and Dorrette Harris of Mindfulness Creates.
**Interior Design**

Joseph Keeler  
Keeler & Sidaway  
BA (Hons) Illustration, Camberwell College of Arts (2014)

info@keelerandsidaway.com  
keelerandsidaway.com  
Instagram: @keelerandsidaway

Keeler and Sidaway is a range of luxurious fine art prints, cushions, and wallpaper designed in South East London and made in the UK.

Founded in 2017 by Joe Keeler, the brand can be found in stockists across the UK, Europe, Asia, and North America.

---

**Marketing/PR**

Ke Zhang, Xiang Li, and Shuoshuo Xu  
ARCHIPELAGO STUDIO  

info@archipelagostudio.co.uk  
archipelagostudio.co.uk  
Instagram: @_archipelagostudio  
Facebook: archipelagostudio

Archipelago Studio is an international production and public relations agency that helps fashion and lifestyle brands integrate into the Chinese market. The agency is founded by Ke Zhang, Xiang Li, and Shuoshuo Xu.

---

**A. Unique Selling Proposition**

- Own E-commerce Platform  
- Based on WeChat  
- Exclusive Resources  
- Props, Select Shop, KOL, Experts, Social Media  
- Transparency Price  
- No Hidden Income  
- Multi-country Teams  
- UK & China
**Photography**

**Cassie Scotting**  
BA (Hons) Photography, London College of Communication (2020)

info@cassiescottingphotography.com  
www.cassiescottingphotography.com  
LinkedIn: [linkedin.com/in/cassie-scotting-379926175/](https://linkedin.com/in/cassie-scotting-379926175/)  
Instagram: [@cassiescotting](https://www.instagram.com/cassiescotting/)

London Based Photographer specialising in Photo Transfer Monoprints.

Cassie Scotting works primarily within fine art, fashion and documentary photography. Her personal interests also include street and architectural photography.

---

**Photography**

**Jui Chung**  
Rayxchung Visual  

juihsuan.chung@gmail.com  
rayxchung.com  
Instagram: [@rayxchung](https://www.instagram.com/rayxchung/)  
Twitter: [@rayxchung](https://twitter.com/rayxchung)

Founded by Jui Chung, Rayxchung Visual provides brands and retailers with high quality fashion imagery.
Photography

**Tino Chiwariro**
BA (Hons) Photography, London College of Communication (2020)

[Email](mailto:chiwarirotino@gmail.com)
[Website](https://www.tinochiwariro.com/)
[Instagram](https://www.instagram.com/@tino.chiwariro)

Tino Chiwariro is a London based photographer specialising in still life, moving image and fashion photography.

---

Product Design

**Aase Hopstock**
*House of Hopstock*
BA PDDFI Footwear, London College of Fashion (2008)

[Email](mailto:studio@houseofhopstock.com)
[Website](http://houseofhopstock.com)
[Instagram](https://www.instagram.com/@houseofhopstock)

House of Hopstock is a luxury homeware and fashion accessories brand founded by illustrator and designer Aase Hopstock.

Made in the UK, the brand features bold illustrations inspired by flora, fauna and quirky characters.
Alex Swain
ByALEX
alex@byalex.co.uk
byalex.co.uk
Instagram: @byalexdesign

Alex Swain is a multidisciplinary designer driven by considered design that is considerate to the planet.

Combining form and function with minimalism, Alex creates affordable and long-lasting pieces of furniture for the home and workplace.

Desmond Lim
Desmond Lim Studio
MA Design Furniture, Central Saint Martins (2019)
info@desmondlimstudio.com
desmondlimstudio.com
Instagram: @dlimstudio

Desmond Lim is a Malaysian born furniture designer inspired by sculptural and contemporary techniques.
Arturo Soto  
**Memories of Green**  
MA Designer Maker, Camberwell College of Arts (2017)

arturo.soto.design@gmail.com  
memoriesofgreen.net  
Instagram: @arturosotodesign

Founded by Arturo Soto, Memories of Green creates sculptural wood products from sustainable resources.

---

Gil Kahana  
**ChattyWear Ltd (trading as ChattyFeet)**  

gil@chattyfeet.com  
chattyfeet.com  
Instagram: @chattyfeet  
Facebook: chattyfeet  
Twitter: @chattyfeet

ChattyFeet is a range of funky socks, character mugs, enamel pins and paper models inspired by artists, scientists and royals.

 Founded by Gil Kahana, the brand's mission is to bring fun and play into the everyday.
Extra&ordinary design creates innovative and eco-friendly homeware products.

Founded by Hyunhee Hwang, the London-based multi-disciplinary studio features multiple collections of handmade home decorative objects.

Kirsten McNee
Fawn & Thistle LTD
MA Illustration, Camberwell College of Arts (2014)

Founded in 2013 by illustrator Kirsten McNee, Fawn & Thistle designs and produces greetings cards, homeware, stationery and gifts.
Founded by Jenny Espirito Santo, mind the cork is a range of sustainable homeware products, innovatively designed and carefully crafted.

Founded by Lu Zhou, Seaweed Wonderland uses seaweed extract to produce sustainable, eco-friendly clothing and hygiene products.
Lucy Heale  
**The London Refinery**  

[Contact details]

The London Refinery formulate unique blends of fragrant essential oils infused into a collection of candles and diffusers.

Founded by Lucy Heale with a mission to promote wellbeing, the brand prides itself on creating natural, healthy and handmade products.

---

Sophie Ralli and Louis Ralli  
**RALLI Design Studio**  

[Contact details]

RALLI Design Studio is a London and Brighton based design consultancy founded by Sophie and Louis Ralli, specialising in furniture, product and homeware.
Reiko Kaneko is a London-based ceramicist, designer and educator specialising in bespoke homeware products for manufacture.

Sylvia Moritz and Rowan Ottesen

The City Works

Based in Vienna, The City Works is a contemporary souvenir brand founded by Sylvia Moritz and Rowan Ottesen in 2015.

Designed in-house, each collection of city-inspired souvenirs is carefully researched, intricately drawn and available in museums and stockists internationally.
Founded by Vicky Simmons, Mean Mail designs cards for those you love and love to hate.

All cards are made in the UK using responsibly sourced and eco-conscious materials.

Since launching in 2017, the brand has been featured in publications such as The Sunday Times, Stylist, Cosmopolitan and is available in over 100 stockists internationally.

Emily Nash Illustration is an independent publisher of greetings cards and paper goods for all occasions.

Based in Bristol, Emily uses both hand-cut and digital collage techniques to create playful and unique illustrations.
Anneka Textiles is a consultancy, teaching and research company founded by Cathryn Anneka Hall. Specialising in sustainable, circular and recycled textile design, Anneka Textiles offers a range of support to schools, universities, and commercial businesses.

Founded by illustrator Kimberly Ellen Hall and printmaker Justin Hardison, Nottene Studio specialises in the production of hand-drawn wallpaper, fabrics and objects for home.
Founded by Tanikha Allen aka Renzo, Renzo Designs is a London based set design and events company, aiming to make your imagination a reality. Renzo is a multidisciplinary designer.

‘I am Renzo’ is an interactive live theatre piece, that highlights the problems people with eczema go through and highlights the side-effects of mental health.

Founded by Tetiana Semenova, Revival Costume Tradition alters and designs costumes for TV and theatre.
Ishan Jha
VIP (Visually Impaired People) World

ishanviha@gmail.com
vipworldservices.com
Instagram: @travel.hands2
Facebook: vipworldservices
LinkedIn: vip-visually-impaired-people-world-services

Founded by Ishan Jha, VIP World creates digital platforms for and with the visually impaired.

The company recently launched ‘Travel Hands’, an app that pairs visually impaired people with registered and verified volunteers to assist in their travelling needs.

Jj Gacheru
Ongea Creative Limited

jj@ongea.co
ongea.co
Twitter: @weareongea
LinkedIn: ongea-creative

Ongea Creative Limited is a web technology company that specialises in building innovative solutions for brands, organisations and agencies worldwide.

The company uses cutting edge technology to develop interactive immersive solutions that connect businesses and people in unique, creative ways.

Previous clients include: River Island, The Kenya High Commission (London), FOMOMODELS and The European Tour (MKO 2019).